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Public choice, sometimes referred to as the economic theory of legislation,\(^1\) applies game theory and microeconomic analysis to the production of law by legislatures, regulatory agencies and courts. In general, microeconomic analysis, as it applies to legal problems, contains two theoretical components—the theory of market exchange and the theory of the firm. The theory of the firm posits that the transaction and information costs associated with contracting across markets will force production and exchange out of the marketplace and into organizations called “firms,” which are organizations specifically designed to reduce these costs.\(^2\) One of the major problems with market arrangements arises from the difficulty of assuring contractual performance within a market setting. Increasingly economic theory has come to recognize that problems of post-contractual opportunistic behavior, particularly the danger of expropriation of firm-specific capital investments, explain why certain transactions take place within firms instead of across markets. Thus, in many cases, the principal advantage of organizing as a firm is that such organizations mitigate the costs associated with ensuring that contracting parties keep their promises.

However, just as intra-firm transactions possess certain advantages over market transactions, the converse also is true for a wide range of transactions. As Coase points out, there are reasons why all transactions are not “carried on by one big firm.”\(^3\) Simply stated, the theory of market exchange posits that, as a firm increases beyond a certain size, high transactions costs, particularly the costs

---

\(\dagger\) Professor of Law, Cornell University. An earlier draft of this paper was presented at the Law and Society Association’s 1988 Annual Meeting in Vail, Colorado. The author is grateful for comments received there, and from Frank Munger and Ed Rubin. The author received valuable research assistance from David Graham, Cornell Law School class of 1990.


2 Coase, The Nature of the Firm, 4 ECONOMICA 386, 405 (1937). “The main reason why it is profitable to establish a firm would seem to be that there is a cost of using the price mechanism. The most obvious cost of ‘organizing’ production through the price mechanism is that of discovering what the relevant prices are.” Id. at 390.

3 Id. at 394.
of monitoring employee shirking, render efficient deployment of assets within the firm extremely costly. Moving transactions out of such a firm and into the marketplace reduces the need to monitor the marginal productivity of particular assets, and thereby reduces the costs of inefficient asset use.

Market exchange theory posits that market transactions enjoy two advantages over intra-firm arrangements. First, as the firm grows, it becomes more likely that the entrepreneur who organizes and coordinates intra-firm production will fail to deploy production factors to their greatest value. Thus, "as a firm gets larger, there may be decreasing returns to the entrepreneur[ial] function. . . ."4 Second, in some circumstances, market transactions economize monitoring costs by eliminating the need to observe the marginal productivity of particular inputs. Thus, monitoring the marginal increase in productivity, which is often difficult within the firm, becomes easier across markets, because markets tend to evince "a high correlation between rewards and productivity."5

In sum, those factors that drive certain transactions into the firm—the "team use of inputs" and the centralization of a "contractual agent in a team productive process"6—will often render it difficult for the centralized agent to ascertain which components of the firm structure are pulling their weight. In such circumstances, market price mechanisms may be better at providing this information than the firm. To oversimplify slightly, the firm's advantage is that it mitigates costs associated with ensuring contractual performance. The market's advantage is that it reduces monitoring and agency costs due to its reliance on explicit prices.

Even though the distinction between firms and markets is imprecise—where the firm ends and the market begins defies neat categorization7—these theories provide a very useful lens through which to view the production of legal rules. In particular, many of the most interesting and empirically rich questions in public choice involve the contracting problems plaguing lawmakers as they seek to forge binding agreements among themselves. Lawmakers attempt to solve these problems by establishing a firm-like organizational structure within Congress. The purpose of such a structure is to ensure contractual performance of deals among congressmen in a

---

4 Id.
6 Id.
7 The most obvious example is the shareholder in the large, publicly held corporate firm, who obtains a residual claim in a market transaction and cannot direct the allocation of inputs within the firm, but is generally considered an "owner" for many legal purposes.
setting in which agreements are not only nonbinding in a legal sense; but also where performance is non-simultaneous, in the sense that one party will be called upon to complete performance before the other has begun to perform.

Similarly, on the supply side, interest groups may be viewed as firms that are able to supply political influence to their members. An interest group will survive and flourish if the political favors it obtains increase the wealth of its members by more than the costs of membership in the group. This Article seeks to show how both the theory of the firm and the theory of market exchange play discrete and critical roles in the public choice model of legislation. Previous work uses one theory or the other, and generally presumes that the theories are mutually exclusive tools to use in analyzing the legislative process. None of the existing literature purports to explain the relationship between the two theories. As this Article explains, the theory of market exchange is useful in studying the external market for law (i.e., the interplay among interest groups and between interest groups and Congress), while the theory of the firm is useful in studying the internal rules of Congress itself (i.e., the committee system).

The first section of this Article reviews the public choice literature that treats the production of laws as a market process. The following section turns to the emerging literature that views law as the product of an individual firm—the legislature.

I

The Market for Law

The law-as-market version of the economic theory of legislation "asserts that legislation is a good demanded and supplied much as other goods, so that legislative protection flows to those groups that derive the greatest value from it, regardless of overall social welfare. . . ." In this model, all citizens are both demanders and suppliers of laws, but certain citizens share legislative goals with highly organized interest groups which provide them with an advan-

---

10 See Tollison, supra note 1, at 343 (arguing that in the interest group theory, those who supply legislation are "individuals who do not find it cost effective to resist having their wealth taken away . . . . The supply of legislation is, therefore, grounded in the unorganized or relatively less-organized members of society." Thus, citizens in this model may be viewed as coerced suppliers.).
tage over other citizens in the procurement of favorable legal rules. The basic thrust of the model is that legislatures use "taxes, subsidies, regulations, and other political instruments . . . to raise the welfare of more influential pressure groups. Groups compete within the context of rules that translate expenditures for political pressure into political influence and access to political resources."

The model holds that politicians maximize the aggregate political support they receive from all interest groups. At the margin, a legislature will alter a rule if the resulting gain in political support from some group outweighs any expected loss in support from a rival group. Thus, contrary to popular belief, the public choice model is, in fact, inconsistent with the rather primitive "capture theory" of economic regulation which posits that one particular interest group rather than a group of interest groups drives legislation or regulation. Competition among rival pressure groups with drastically differing views about what the legal landscape ought to look like leads to legislative compromise, not because compromise is in the public interest, but because it is the most effective strategy politicians have for maximizing political support. This is because politicians can please certain of these groups only by alienating others, and will attempt to customize law to maximize the total support they receive by alienating as few groups as possible.

The major portion of government activity is devoted to the transfer of resources among citizens. The political support maximizing regulator or legislator serves both as broker and as entrepreneur. As a broker he gains political support by transferring resources among the various groups in society. As an entrepreneur he seeks to create groups that he can benefit, in order to receive political support from them. The discussion above implies not only that certain sorts of groups are more effective in obtaining desirable legislation, but also that certain sorts of issues will be most attractive to entrepreneurial politicians.

A. Groups and Issues Likely to Drive Legislation in the Public Choice Model

Individuals in search of political influence face two sorts of costs in organizing an effective political coalition: information costs

---

13 See generally Peltzman, Toward a More General Theory of Regulation, 2 J. L. & Econ. 211 (1976).
The information costs to an individual consist of ascertaining the effects of an issue on his own individual welfare; identification costs are the costs of identifying other similarly situated individuals who will join him in his quest for legislation. Individuals have very little incentive even to inform themselves about the relevant issues in a political campaign much less to inform themselves about the legislative process on an ongoing basis, or to spend resources to affect that process. This is because, "[t]he probability that an individual’s vote will be decisive in ... [the legislative process] is effectively zero." The point here is that, even before we get to the issue of the relative efficiency of interest groups in the political sphere, we must realize that for most people it simply does not pay to become sufficiently informed on most issues to have an opinion, much less to attempt to affect the outcome. Where a piece of legislation will cost a taxpayer $50.00, and the net cost of obtaining information about the effects of the legislation (including the opportunity costs of the taxpayer’s time, and the start-up costs of identifying the issue) are greater than $50.00, no rational taxpayer will obtain the information necessary to begin to affect legislative outcomes.

Thus, individuals who want to affect the legislative process will find it advantageous to organize into political pressure groups in order to economize on the high costs of obtaining information about the welfare affects of impending legislation. Clearly, groups that have already organized for one reason or other, and therefore previously have internalized the costs of organization “will have a comparative advantage in seeking transfers and will therefore be more successful in procuring transfers as a result.” Thus labor unions, trade associations, and corporations, which are already or-

---

15 Id. at 17.
17 The term for the concept presented here is “rational ignorance.” The “net costs” referred to in the text are the actual costs of obtaining the information (including opportunity cost of time) divided by the probability of success in opposing the legislation.

The gain to a citizen-taxpayer from obtaining a particular political outcome in an election is equal to the difference between the value to the taxpayer of obtaining his preferred outcome and the value of obtaining his non-preferred outcome, multiplied by the probability that a change in an individual’s vote will alter the outcome of the election. Because this probability is very low, it often does not pay for voters to acquire information.

In addition, free-rider problems provide disincentives to the acquisition of information since individual members of groups will receive only a small share of the gains from such information acquisition. See A. Downs, An Economic Theory of Democracy 238-76 (1957); M. Olson, The Rise and Decline of Nations 25-35 (1982).
18 R. McCormick, supra note 14, at 17.
ganized, will have an advantage in the political process, even though political advantage was not the reason for their initial formation.\textsuperscript{19}

Free-rider problems inhibit the efficacy of interest groups in achieving their ends in the political arena. This is because of the public good nature of law. Those who stand to benefit if a particular law is enacted do not suffer a diminution in benefits if they fail to lobby for its enactment. Organizations not only benefit their members by overcoming the informational problems faced by individuals in the political process, they also benefit their members by employing a variety of devices to mitigate the free-rider problems that inhibit the wealth transfer process.\textsuperscript{20}

These insights predict that politically successful groups will tend to be small, relative to the size of the groups taxed to pay their subsidies. The small size not only helps to overcome free-rider effects, it also concentrates the benefits of legislative enactments so as to provide individuals with high incentives to press for legislative results. This prediction seems consistent with the evidence from the agricultural industries in different countries. Where agriculture is a small component of a country's economy as in Japan, Israel, and the United States, it is heavily subsidized. But where agriculture is a large component of the country's economy, as in Poland, China, Thailand, or Nigeria, it is heavily taxed.\textsuperscript{21}

Note that in the public choice model, the ideological underpinnings of the governments whose actions are being studied play no role in determining the substantive legislative outcomes generated.

\textsuperscript{19} Once organization and information costs are taken into account, it is possible to understand the nature of the "benefits" that accrue to those citizens who supply wealth transfers to interest groups. Such people do not of course receive the price paid by the interest groups who demand the legislation. This price (which comes in the form of political support, i.e., money and votes) goes to the politicians/brokers/entrepreneurs who engineered the wealth transfer. The suppliers benefit because they "avoid the time and trouble of organizing to resist the power of the brokers to take away their dollars and give them to other groups." R. McCormick, \textit{supra} note 14, at 21.

\textsuperscript{20} Members of special interest groups have incentives to free-ride on the efforts of others in their group, because doing so allows group members to capture any benefits obtained by others in the group at zero cost. Of course, interest group members will anticipate this problem \textit{ex ante} and attempt to develop ways to overcome the potential free-rider problem. For example, rational labor union members will vote for compulsory dues in order to prevent free riding on collective bargaining agreements by non-dues paying workers. Similarly, other organized groups such as nursing home operators, mid-wives, doctors, accountants and lawyers will press for licensing requirements, mandatory testing, and other mechanisms that not only deter entry, but also provide enforcement mechanisms to reduce free-rider problems. In addition to these formal enforcement mechanisms, a variety of informal devices, from social ostracism to physical harassment, are available to mitigate the ever-present spectre of the free-rider. See M. Olson, \textit{supra} note 17, at 17-29.

Rather, regardless of governmental form, the nature of the interest groups' pressure on lawmakers determines the shape of the law.\textsuperscript{22} In other words, under any form of government, there is a market for laws.\textsuperscript{23} Taking interest groups' preferences as fixed,\textsuperscript{24} interest groups and politicians will bargain in a "Coasean world," i.e., in a world where the only factor that will vary outcomes across ideological systems is the level of transaction costs faced by the parties. And it is the system's constitutional structure that fixes the level of transaction costs which interest groups face. Thus, a country's constitutional framework, not its ideology, is the most important exogenous variable in determining the level of interest group outcomes that will be generated under any given configuration of interest group coalitions.\textsuperscript{25}

The interest group model also has important implications for laws generally considered to be public-regarding. Pollution control legislation provides a paradigmatic example. At first blush, public choice theory would seem to predict that we would never observe environmental protection legislation because the benefits of such legislation are spread broadly over the population, while the costs are borne by a few polluters who enjoy lower production costs if they can operate their factories free of pollution controls. But keep in mind that individuals will have even less influence on the imple-

\textsuperscript{22} Cf. Becker, supra note 11, at 141 (assuming that both capitalism and socialism are subject to interest group pressure, and expressing the belief that capitalism is not "especially vulnerable to pressure groups."); Tullock, \textit{Industrial Organization and Rent Seeking in Dictatorships}, 142 \textit{Zeitschrift f"ur die Gesamte Staatswissenschaft} (J. Institutional and Theoretical Econ.) 4 (1986) (discussing the level of interest group wealth transfer activity in dictatorships).

\textsuperscript{23} Clearly the method of expression by interest groups of their preferences for legislation, and indeed the medium of exchange between interest groups and politicians, will vary across governmental systems. For example, in the Soviet Union interest groups control both the party membership apparatus and the upper echelons of the military. \textit{See Payne, Marxists, They Love a Man in Uniform}, 17 \textit{Reason} 39, 42-43 (Oct. 1985) (arguing that the military priorities of the Soviet bloc countries are determined by interest group pressures). In the United States, by contrast, various politicians, who are elected in varying ways, are subject to widely varying interest group pressures. Congressmen are particularly sensitive to the preferences of interest groups operating within their home jurisdictions, while the President is concerned with his national constituency. The political support maximizing equilibrium for Congress (and indeed for individual congressmen) is different from that of the President for virtually every issue. \textit{See M. Fiorina, Congress: Keystone of the Washington Establishment} (1977); D. Mayhew, Congress: The Electoral Connection (1974).

\textsuperscript{24} Clearly, different socialization processes within different countries and cultures may shape individual preferences (and hence the willingness to associate with particular interest groups) in different ways. Where such preference molding occurs, however, it is not the type of government that affects preferences, but rather the educational and cultural systems.

mentation and enforcement of legislation than on its initial enactment. In addition, it is clear that, for an individual with a small stake in the legislative outcome, the marginal cost of casting a vote is extremely low. The combination of these two influences should result in precisely the state of affairs that we observe: a lot of environmental legislation (it is a highly publicized problem and it costs voters little to "ask" for action on it in the electoral process) combined with significant influence by interest groups on the specific nature and implementation of the environmental programs we observe. In other words, we will get a lot of environmental legislation, but it not only will be less effective than it otherwise could be, it also will serve to benefit certain interest groups at the expense of others.

As Dwight Lee has observed:

Organized groups often do little to oppose legislation that is potentially adverse to their interests, especially when public opinion strongly favors the legislation. Well-organized groups often will "get on board" and "support" legislation that is inimical to their economic interests. But, as opposed to individuals who voted for the legislation and who quickly forgot it once it was passed, the affected organized interests will be unrelenting in their efforts to influence the day-to-day details of the legislation's implementation. This influence will typically not be exerted on behalf of the broad public interest. Government attempts to help the poor, protect the consumer, and regulate business pricing and practices provide additional examples of supposedly general interest legislation that is subverted by organized interest groups. The initial motivation for the legislation may have been dominated by ideological considerations, but narrow economic concerns motivate the special interest influence that does so much to determine its effect.

26 Contra Lee, supra note 16, at 196.

29 Lee, supra note 16, at 197.
The proposition that interest groups express themselves through seemingly public-regarding legislation also flows from the fact that legislation which appears to benefit voters can be enacted at lower cost than legislation that appears only to benefit some narrowly defined special interest group. As such, interest groups will prefer to obtain their goals through the enactment of legislation that is seemingly public-regarding.\(^\text{30}\) For example, legislation enacted under the guise of protecting the public from unscrupulous competitors or from the hazards of some vaguely described public policy danger might in fact be intended to erect barriers to entry and to impose higher production costs on certain market participants than on others.

### B. The Role of Congressmen in the Public Choice Model

Some exponents of the public choice model reduce the role of the politician to that of a passive broker in the political process. These politician/brokers merely translate the aggregated revealed preferences of previously organized interest groups into law by pairing "those who want a law or a transfer the most [as expressed by willingness to pay] with those who object the least."\(^\text{31}\)

This Article posits that a more accurate view portrays the legislator, not only as a passive broker, but also, and more importantly, as a political entrepreneur who actively works to gain political support by overcoming the information and organization costs that conspire against him. This view suggests that politicians would discover new issues and seek to explain to constituents how it would be in their interest to support the politician in his quest to develop the issue into a legislative agenda. So politicians can be expected to be in the forefront of the fight for environmental quality and a strong national defense, because controlling such issues on the legislative agenda enables the politician to capture a large portion of the political support from those groups who will benefit by such laws.

Not only will politicians actively seek out issues to bring to voters to overcome the problem of information costs, but politicians can be expected to organize their own interest groups (Jesse Jackson's Rainbow coalition, and Claude Pepper's Gray Panthers come to mind) in order to ameliorate the organizational costs and the free-rider problems that confront individuals who seek to form


\(^{31}\) Tollison, supra note 1, at 343 ("[t]he individuals who monitor the supply-demand process are politicians, bureaucrats, and other political actors. These individuals may be conceived of as brokers of legislation, and they essentially act like brokers in a private context—they pair demanders and suppliers of legislation").
groups capable of obtaining governmental wealth transfers. This analysis helps to explain lawmakers' strong political support for the policies and practices of virtually every organized interest group from the securities industry, to the American Bar Association, to the labor unions. In addition, entrepreneurial politicians can enact laws that benefit interest groups by helping them to overcome free-rider problems.

A multitude of laws reduce the difficulty of organizing activities of such groups by criminalizing certain practices for those who do not (or cannot) join these groups.\textsuperscript{32} Licensing requirements for lawyers and doctors have been particularly effective at facilitating interest group solidarity.

A final manifestation of the entrepreneurial politician is reflected in the rent-extraction model of political behavior recently constructed by Fred McChesney.\textsuperscript{33} In this model, the politician can extract the specific and expropriable capital that is an inevitable by-product of the economic activities of firms and individuals. This extraction takes place where politicians obtain political support, not by regulation on behalf of interest groups, but rather by \textit{threatening} to regulate in ways that will expropriate their specific capital unless side payments are made in exchange for regulatory forbearance.\textsuperscript{34}

\section*{II}
\textbf{LEGAL RULES AND THE THEORY OF THE FIRM}

Individual and group preferences define the supply and demand curves for legal rules. An important variable in the equation is the organizational form of Congress itself, which influences those preferences. Although the Constitution places important constraints on Congress' ability to make law,\textsuperscript{35} it is also clear that the rules governing the internal organization of Congress play an important role in the legislative outcomes generated by the political process. Consistent with public choice theory, Congress' organizational rules are designed to further the rational self-interest of the legislators themselves.\textsuperscript{36} Interest groups and politicians who wish

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{32} For example, not only is it illegal to practice law, medicine, or dentistry without a license, it is also illegal to build a building without a permit, or to serve as an electrician, plumber, architect, cab driver, bartender, beautician, or securities salesman without a license. Federal law also makes it easier for unions to organize, thus increasing their power and political clout.
  \item \textsuperscript{34} See also Tollison, supra note 1, at 361.
  \item \textsuperscript{35} See Macey, \textit{Competing Economic Views of the Constitution}, 56 GEO. WASH. L. REV. 50 (1987) [hereinafter Macey, \textit{Competing Economic Views}].
  \item \textsuperscript{36} D. Mayhew, supra note 23, at 31: The organization of Congress meets remarkably well the electoral needs
\end{itemize}
to enact interest group oriented legislation in exchange for political support face several problems. First, individual politicians cannot enact legislation alone. They must gain the cooperation of their fellow lawmakers. Second, severe non-simultaneity-of-performance problems exist both among politicians, and between politicians and their constituents. In other words, periodically elected politicians' election campaigns are not always contemporaneous with interest group demands upon Congress to render services in exchange for political support. Similarly, logrolling—the common legislative practice of giving support to another politician on one issue in exchange for receiving support on another issue—provides a means of gaining the cooperation of fellow lawmakers, but it also presents serious non-simultaneity-of-performance problems; legislators frequently are called upon to support the agenda of a fellow politician before the other legislator is compelled to return the favor. Consequently, "problems of enforcement over time are critically important for understanding legislatures and cannot be assumed away."^37 The industrial organization of Congress is specifically designed to solve these sorts of organizational problems to maximize the levels of political support attained by individual legislators.^38

Perhaps the most obvious implication of the foregoing analysis is that congressmen, even those whose own reelection is assured, will favor rules that strengthen the position of incumbents because patterns of repeat dealings provide strong incentives for congressmen to adhere to previously formed agreements.^39 Even a Congressman certain to be reelected will still want to deal with others whose reelection is assured, because their actions are more predictable. Unfortunately, due to unforeseen contingencies, private information, and moral hazard problems, it is clear that repeated interaction often is insufficient to prevent the breakdown of cooperation.^40

As Weingast and Marshall recently have observed, the committee system in Congress is designed to solve the enforcement problems that confront political-support-maximizing legislators. In particular, suppose you have two groups of legislators; one of these groups is seeking passage of a discrete piece of legislation such as the building of a dam, and the other is seeking to have an adminis-

---

37 Weingast, *supra* note 8, at 139.
38 *Id.*
40 Weingast, *supra* note 8, at 142.
tractive agency established to benefit its constituency. The first
group, after building its dam, might pass a new bill revoking the law
establishing the administrative agency. This possibility plainly
makes it less likely that either law will be enacted since the two
groups of legislators may be unable to bind themselves to a mutual
exchange of political support. A non-binding agreement will be
worthless to the legislators.

Nevertheless, a committee system, where each group retains
control over the committee charged with creating laws that benefit
its own constituencies, solves the non-simultaneity of performance
problem. After the dam is built, the politicians who got the credit
for building it will be unable to enact legislation to dismantle the
regulatory agency even if a majority prefers that the regulatory agency be
dismantled. This is because, by hypothesis, the legislators who want
the administrative agency to be established are the legislators on the
committee responsible for reporting out the legislation concerning
the administrative agency. As committee members, they are in
charge of determining whether any legislation banning the adminis-
trative agency ever makes it to the floor for a vote. If the propo-
nents of the administrative agency think they will lose the vote they
will not let the matter reach the floor. In this way they can guaran-
tee that the dam builders will not renege. To summarize, "the re-
stricted access to the agenda [caused by the committee system]
serves as a mechanism to prevent expost reneging." The power of
the committee members is greatly enhanced by a system for commit-
tee membership that allows current members to retain their posi-
tions because the politicians know that, so long as they continue to
be reelected, they can keep the hypothetical administrative agency

\[\text{HeinOnline -- 74 Cornell L. Rev. 54 1988-1989}\]
in operation by preventing legislation adverse to the agency's interests from reaching the floor.

The committee system can best be seen as an ingenious method for solving the non-simultaneity-of-performance problem that exists in Congress. It provides a way in which congressmen can forego influence in certain areas for additional influence in other areas, thereby increasing the aggregate demand for their services from the particular interest groups most influential in their home jurisdictions. A natural corollary of this analysis is that "legislators [will] seek assignment to those committees that have the greatest marginal impact over their electoral fortunes."44 For this reason, it is not surprising that committee memberships in Congress do not randomly reflect the general membership of the legislature. Legislators use their committee memberships to strengthen their political base. Thus it is not surprising that there is a very high correlation between the jurisdictions of particular committees and the levels of support shown by the committees' membership for the interest groups benefitted by the committee. Congressmen on committees dealing with defense, consumer protection, labor, and the environment all show high degrees of solidarity with the views of the interest groups most immediately affected by those committees.45 In other words, "legislators opt for committees relevant to their constituents' interests . . . so as to give their members greater control over policies with their jurisdiction."46

The above analysis has yielded a rich array of empirical insights. First, we would expect that members of committees would be disproportionately successful in bringing to their own jurisdictions the pork barrel projects generated by legislation originating in their committees. Consistent with this prediction, Ferejohn found that each member of the Public Works Committee obtained .63 additional projects for his state above that of non-members.47 Similarly, Arnold found that if a member wants a water and sewage grant for his or her home state, the chances of success are 80 percent higher if the member sits on the relevant appropriations subcommittee and 60 percent higher if he or she is a member of the relevant authorizing committee.48

Similarly, members of the Armed Services Committees received a statistically significantly greater share of defense spending than

---

44 Id. at 145.
45 Id. at 151.
46 Id. at 151-52.
48 R. D. ARNOLD, supra note 41. Arnold found that if you are on neither committee your chances of obtaining passage were .176. For members of the Appropriations Sub-
nonmembers.\(^4\) And, consistent with the model presented here, and with McChesney's ideas about regulatory forbearance, Faith, Leavens, and Tollison found that firms located in congressional districts with representation on the Federal Trade Commission's oversight subcommittees were systematically underrepresented in suits brought by the FTC.\(^5\)

In sum, the committee system allows committee members to direct their attention to the interest groups most affected by the activities of their committee. This in turn enables them to maximize the political support they receive in exchange for enacting regulation and in exchange for regulatory forbearance.

The committee system in Congress, like the rules benefitting incumbents, is designed to make Congress operate more effectively, not for the public good, but for the good of its membership by reducing the contracting problems that arise due to the non-simultaneity-of-performance attributes of the logrolling process.

The point here is that Congress, to the extent that it can set its own rules for internal governance, can greatly affect the demand for its own services from interest groups. Moreover, Congress can also use its power to make external rules (i.e. laws) to control the free-riding and information cost problems that impede the ability of interest groups to deliver political support to politicians. Seen in this way, Congress can be viewed as a firm (a partnership) that designs both its internal rules and external rules so as to maximize the political support received by its members.

C. Moving the Model Beyond Congress

To this point the Article has treated Congress as though it were the sole lawmaking entity in the governmental structure. Clearly this is not the case. The President has the constitutional power to veto bills generated by Congress, and the federal courts have the power to declare congressional acts unconstitutional. Consistent with the Coase theorem, as well as with the intentions of the Framers who designed the constitutional system of checks and balances,
these other governmental branches can raise the transaction costs faced by interest groups and politicians engaged in the wealth transfer process.\textsuperscript{51}

As for the federal courts, the possibility that a statute will be intentionally or unintentionally misconstrued during the process of statutory construction clearly lowers the value to interest groups of obtaining legislative wealth transfers in the first place.\textsuperscript{52} When courts invoke such public-regarding tenets of statutory construction as the plain meaning rule and the rule that “statutes in derogation of the common law shall be rigorously construed,” the odds of misconstruction of special interest legislation go up.\textsuperscript{53} Where techniques of statutory construction raise the probability that certain interest group oriented statutes will be invalidated by courts, or will be construed by courts in such a way that the special interest group does not receive the full benefit it expected from the legislation, the value of—and hence the demand for—special interest legislation declines. Similarly, of course, as the probability that a statute will be invalidated as unconstitutional goes up, the willingness of interest groups to pay for it goes down.\textsuperscript{54} As judicial deference to legislatures goes up, as it has in recent years,\textsuperscript{55} one would expect the demand for legislation by interest groups to rise as well.

The analysis of the role of the federal courts presented above applies in an even more straightforward fashion to the presidential veto power. As the odds of a presidential veto of a particular bill go up, the value of the legislation to the relevant interest groups will be expected to decline, due either to a reduction in the expected benefits or an increase in transaction costs, according to the possibility of purchasing executive acquiescence.

The problem with respect to administrative agencies is analogous to that discussed above for the judiciary. Here again, the statute may not be given the effect as bargained for in the “contract” made between the special interest group and the legislature. The

\textsuperscript{51} See Macey, supra note 25; Macey, \textit{Competing Economic Views}, supra note 35. As such, the activities of these branches must be distinguished from the activities of administrative agencies whose actions reduce the costs of invoking the wealth transfer process.

\textsuperscript{52} It is also possible that the court will construe the statute so as to give a windfall to the special interest group. In any case, this does not change the analysis. The possibility of deviation from the terms of the agreement between the legislature and special interest group is simply another factor to be taken into consideration in the cost/benefit analysis performed by the parties (i.e., the effect described here is quantitative rather than qualitative).

\textsuperscript{53} Macey, supra note 30, at 264-66.

\textsuperscript{54} The possibility of judicial misconstruction or invalidation of statutes is one form of transactions costs.

value of the legislation to the special interest group changes as the discrepancy between the expected action and the actual administrative action increases. However, it seems clear that, to the extent administrative agencies interject themselves into the lawmaking process, their activities do not upset the contractual agreements between interest groups and Congress to the same degree as the actions of the executive and judicial branches.\textsuperscript{56}

Nevertheless, Congress is not powerless to reduce the probability of judicial invalidation or presidential veto of its statutes, or to constrain administrative divergence from its mandate. With regard to judicial invalidation, the problem Congress faces is that a particular statute (like the environmental statutes discussed above) that appears to be public regarding in character (but is in fact a hidden wealth transfer) will be taken by courts at face value, and the courts will fail to enforce the legislative bargain that lies nascent within the statute. The skillful use of legislative history by Congress can raise the probability that the statute will serve its true special interest purpose while keeping the political costs of the statute low.\textsuperscript{57}

The congressional response to the president's veto power has reached even higher levels of sophistication. Congress generally can ensure that the deals it makes will not be vetoed by including provisions that are "full of dubious grants and subsidies" within major legislative packages containing measures supported by the President.\textsuperscript{58} The President "often feels compelled to sign such bills... rather than risk a breakdown in the work of whole departments."\textsuperscript{59} The lack of a line item veto power appears to facilitate this gamesmanship by Congress.\textsuperscript{60} If the President could veto particular items within a bill, then he could enact only those portions of legislative
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In addition, the fact that the President represents a different constituency from the agenda setters in Congress is relevant here. Over a wide range of issues, passing a par-
packages that he prefers to see become law. While it stands to reason that Congress would engage in bargaining with the President in the presence of a line item veto, under the current system such bargaining is rarely necessary. At the margin, the need to engage in this sort of bargaining over legislative deals would raise the cost of interest group legislation and result in diminished supply.

In the case of a rebellious or confused administrative agency, Congress has several means to compel or direct desired performance. First, there are several traditional statutory and nonstatutory means of control. Additionally, Congress may enact rules and procedures that confine administrative discretion. Such administrative rules may take two forms: broad procedural rules such as the Administrative Procedures Act or the Freedom of Information Act, or policy-specific procedural requirements such as the environmental impact statement or the federal funding of consumer advocates.

The point here is that the existence of an independent judiciary, the presidential veto power, and delegation of authority to administrative agencies does not detract from our model of Congress as a firm. Congress will view each of these political entities as exogenous constraints whose roles it must take into account when arriving at the political support-maximizing solution to a particular legislative problem. To Congress, these institutions simply present transaction costs to be overcome in the cheapest way possible.

**Conclusion**

This Article has shown the relationship between the theory of the firm and the theory of market exchange in the emerging public choice theory of the legislative process. The theory of market exchange describes the process by which organized special interest groups seek laws that transfer wealth from weaker political coalitions to themselves. The model posits that interest group activity determines the shape of the demand curve for legislation. Individual citizens and less organized groups comprise the supply curve. Politicians act as brokers and as entrepreneurs in the market exchange portion of the public choice model. Their goal is to maximize their own political support, not only by passing legislation designed to appeal to particular groups, but also by defining issues around which newly formed groups can coalesce, and by devising particular bill will maximize support for members of a particular congressional committee, while vetoing the bill will maximize the political support of the President.
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laws that overcome the organizational problems of high information costs and transaction costs such as free rider problems among interest group members that plague wealth-transfer seeking interest groups.

The market exchange model predicts that the legal system will respond to exogenous factors that alter either the preferences of established interest groups or else the actual configuration of the interest groups themselves. The model also posits that the level of interest group demand for legislation will be directly proportional to the transaction costs of obtaining a legislative enactment in the legislative marketplace. The Constitution fixes the level of transaction costs. A bicameral legislature, an independent judiciary, and the possibility of a presidential veto each incrementally raise the transaction costs facing interest groups seeking to obtain legislation.

Where interest groups compete in a political marketplace, legislative institutions behave like firms whose output is law. As such, the theory of the firm, rather than the theory of market exchange, guides the public choice analysis of legislative institutions such as Congress. Like all firms, Congress organizes its internal affairs to minimize the costs of assuring contractual performance. In particular, a congressman who engages in vote trading with another congressman may overcome acute non-simultaneity-of-performance problems by means of the committee structure, which makes it very difficult for the bargaining congressman to renege. Similarly, the committee system itself is a method of organizing team production to maximize the electoral needs of individual congressmen who face competition for their seats from nonincumbents.

To develop testable implications for the public choice model requires that we distinguish between application of the theory of the firm on the one hand and the application of the theory of market exchange on the other. Nevertheless, both aspects of the theory share important common features. Both assume that individuals making political decisions are not fundamentally different than those making any private decision about the allocation of resources. Both theories posit that Congress will design legal rules to benefit the narrow preferences of discrete interest groups rather than those of the "public at large." Finally, both theories imply that constitutional rules play a major role in setting the level of transaction costs incurred as a prerequisite for a statute's passage. The preferences of the "majority" are virtually irrelevant in determining legislative outcomes. Instead, law is made by legislators whose primary goal is to aggregate the political support they receive from competing special interest group coalitions. Legal rules are generated by a process
that conforms to standard microeconomic models of rationally self-interested behavior.